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Abstract: - Airports are intricate ecosystems with a lot going on. It might be difficult to oversee passenger movement, maintain security, and 

provide a flawless travel experience. Nonetheless, facial recognition and big data technologies are transforming airport operations, 

increasing their security, personalization, and efficiency. The training data used in facial recognition algorithms can introduce bias. For the 

technology to be used fairly and ethically, training datasets must be carefully chosen, and bias must be tested often. To overcome this 

complication, Management of Airports based on Big Data using optimized Dual Stream Spectrum Deconvolution Neural Network   is 

proposed. Initially, the images collected from the Labelled Faces in the Wild dataset are given as input. Afterward, the data are fed to pre-

processing. In pre-processing, Adaptive Variational Bayesian Filtering (AVBF) is used for redundant of data and noise removal. The pre-

processing output is fed to Fano-Factor Constrained Tunable Quality Wavelet Transform (FCTQWT) for feature extraction. The extracted 

features such as Check-in Counters, Security Screening and Boarding Gates are extracted. Then it is given for classification using Dual 

Stream Spectrum Deconvolution Neural Network (DSSDNN) optimized with Water Strider Algorithm (WSA) for classifying the person’s 

faces as known and unknown. Finally it under goes Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)Card Scanning for identifying objects just 

through the tags and then it passing Recommendation, Location Tracking for the passengers in the airport. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-

WSA-BD approach is implemented in MATLAB. The performance of the proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD approach attains 23.3%, 

25.4% and 21.9% high precision, 24.4%, 28.1% and 27.6% high recall and 24.1%, 22.4% and 27.5%  high F1-Score compared with existing 

methods such as Structural and operational management of Turkish airports (SOM-CART-TA),Flight delay prediction for commercial air 

transport (FDP-DBN-CAT), and  Flight Delay Prediction Based on Aviation Big Data and Machine Learning (FDP-LSTM-ABD) models 

respectively. 

Keywords:: Airports, Adaptive Variational Bayesian Filter, Dual Stream Spectrum Deconvolution Neural Network, Fano-

Factor Constrained Tunable Quality Wavelet Transform, Water Strider Algorithm, Big data. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Three key stages are involved in the big data technology-based strategic management of China's civil airports. 

Data analytics are used in the planning stage to help with capacity planning, site selection, and decision-making 

based on variables such as passenger traffic and economic trends. Big data helps with construction project 

management, supply chain optimization, and risk mitigation through real-time monitoring. It guarantees 

proactive risk reduction and timely delivery of building supplies [1-3]. Real-time data optimizes resources, 

improves passenger experiences, and supports flight operations in operational management. While regulatory 

compliance and continuous improvement activities drive long-term efficiency, the integration of technologies 

like IoT, machine learning, and cloud computing refines operations. Using IoT, sensors, and machine learning 

for predictive analytics and real-time monitoring is part of the technology integration process [4-6]. Scalability 

and accessibility are ensured by processing and storage made easier by cloud computing. Strong data privacy 

and security protocols ensure adherence to regulatory norms. Consistent feedback loops powered by real-time 

data and comments from passengers help with ongoing development projects. With this all-encompassing 

strategy, China's civil airports are guaranteed to run with maximum effectiveness, security, and customer 

happiness for the duration of their existence [7,8]. 

A variety of difficulties arise when big data technology is integrated into China's civil aviation industry. The 

critical necessity for strong data security and privacy measures to shield private passenger information from 

potential intrusions is one major worry [9]. The big data-based civil airport management projects that are being 

showcased have advantages and disadvantages. A study that combines structural and operational elements uses 

Bootstrap Data Envelopment Analysis for efficiency scores and Classification and Regression Tree for 

categorization [10,11]. Another supports using data analytics and Automatic Dependent Surveillance-Broadcast 

communications to help standardize and collaborate on decision-making processes at airports.  

Different levels of maturity in numerous domains are displayed by the creation of a big data preparedness 

maturity model for airline network planning. The influence of block chain technology on operations 

management is examined, with a focus on the necessity of on-going performance assessment [12-14].A 2-stage 

process comprising DEA and truncated regression is used to assess the efficiency of Spanish airports. Airport 
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design criteria incorporate the needs of inexpensive airlines through the use of a fuzzy-based Quality Function 

Deployment methodology. Furthermore, based on actual data from Chicago O'Hare International Airport, a 

study suggests a machine learning-based approach for Maintenance and Rehabilitation planning that lowers 

assumptions and produces more precise forecasts [15-17]. Notwithstanding these developments, problems like 

restricted generalizability and possible biases continue to exist in all of the many approaches used. Financial 

issues arise from the significant infrastructure expenditures connected with technological updates and 

implementations, necessitating careful budgetary planning and the investigation of cooperative finance 

mechanisms to guarantee the sustainable development of airport systems [18]. Furthermore, the convergence of 

diverse technologies like cloud computing, the Internet of Things, and machine learning raises the risk of 

incompatibilities, underscoring the necessity of a thorough integration strategy and rigorous training for staff 

programs.. [19].It is imperative to ensure that data is accurate and reliable, which calls for the establishment of 

strict data quality assurance procedures and frequent audits. Complexity is increased by changing regulatory 

environments, necessitating the creation of specialized compliance teams and flexible systems to stay up to date 

with industry norms [20].  

The major involvement of this research work are outlined below 

• In this research, Management of Airports based on Big Data using optimized Dual Stream Spectrum 

Deconvolution Neural Network (MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD) is proposed. 

• Develop an Adaptive Variational Bayesian Filtering based preprocessing method for redundant of data 

and noise removal in the collected data. 

• Extracting the facial features by using FFCTQWT. 

• Propose a Water Strider Algorithm (WSA) to optimize the Dual Stream Spectrum Deconvolution 

Neural Network (DSSDNN). 

• MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD model is implemented at MATLAB and effectiveness examined with 

several performance metrics. 

• The efficiency of the suggested model is evaluated in comparison to current techniques such as SOM-

CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT, and FDP-LSTM-ABD models, in that order. 

The order of the remaining manuscripts is as follows: Section 2 reviews the literature, Section  3 explains the 

approach, Section 4 provides proof of the results, and Section 5 concludes the document. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Numerous functions have presented previously in literatures were depending on the Management of Airports 

based on Big Data. Few of them were mentioned here, 

Volkan and Hasan, [21] have investigated SOM-CART-TA In this paper,a unique two-phase method that 

integrates structural and operational aspects to evaluate airport efficiencies was suggested. Airports were 

categorized into similar sub-groups in the first stage using a machine-learning technique called Classification 

and Regression Tree. For more accurate efficiency score extraction, the bootstrap data envelopment analysis 

method was employed in the second step. Utilizing Turkish airports as a real-world case study, the findings 

highlight the framework's advantages over traditional models, providing a thorough assessment of airport 

performance and highlighting particular shortcomings in operational and structural management. This technique 

yields low accuracy and great precision. 

Bin, et.al, [22] have investigated in FDP-DBN-CAT_TA A deep learning approach. This investigation suggests 

a viable flight delay prediction method through an analysis of high-dimensional data from Beijing International 

Airport. The core patterns of aircraft delays were uncovered using a multiple-factor framework and a unique 

deep belief network technology. Within the specified predictive architecture, the generated model performs 

supervised fine-tuning through the use of support vector regression. It gives linked airports the ability to work 

together to reduce delay propagation inside their network. This method provides high F1-Score and low recall. 

Gui, et.al,[23] have investigated FDP-LSTM In this research, generic flight delay prediction challenges are 

constructed using machine learning-based algorithms.. A dataset for the proposed system is created by 

receiving, pre-processing, and combining ADS-B messages with other data, like weather, flight schedules, and 

airport details. A regression task as well as many classification tasks was included in the planned prediction 

tasks. Experimental results indicate that LSTM can handle the generated sequence data for aviation; 

nonetheless, over fitting issues occur in our tiny dataset. This method provides high specificity and low ROC. 

Iris and Schosser, [24] have looked into establishing a big data analytics maturity model for airline network 

planning. In this paper, the tackles of organizational and strategic difficulties airline network planners encounter 

while assessing, obtaining, and applying recently made huge data sources. Using information from case studies 

involving nine airlines with different business models, expert interviews, and literature, in airline network 

planning, a big data readiness maturity model was established. Airline network planners have regarded the 

maturity model, which was improved through comments and modification requests throughout development, as 

comprehensive and useful. The majority of domains have low to medium maturity levels, according to airline 
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self-assessment results; organizational elements have the lowe8st average maturity while IT architecture has the 

highest. This method provides low computation time and low recall. 

Assunta and Luisa, [25]have assessed blockchain technology's long-term prospects for supply chain 

management. In this paper, the block-chain technology may affect OM, with a particular emphasis on how SCM 

decision-making processes work and how sustainable performance was achieved. The research consists of two 

steps: first, a thorough literature evaluation on block-chain technology and OM in supply chain management 

was conducted. The A-CDM platform was a noteworthy block-chain application in the aviation industry that the 

researched Italian airport successfully embraced. This method provides high precision and high error rate. 

Javier and Ursula, [26] have investigated Measuring Spanish airport performance. In this paper, to employs a 2-

stage methodology to assess the effectiveness of Spanish airports in 2018. The DEA method was used in the 

first stage to calculate efficiency. A few parameters were utilized as outputs to indicate activities, tons of cargo, 

and passenger volume, and as inputs to reflect the physical features of airports, such as the quantity of boarding 

gates and runway area. The airports functioned under varying returns to scale, as demonstrated by empirical data 

gathered through bootstrapping. To find the factors affecting airport efficiency, a truncated regression was 

carried out in the second stage. The airport apron, operating hours, and the airport's classification as a tourist 

airport were shown to be important variables in the explanation of airport efficiency. This method provides low 

error and low accuracy. 

Pandey, [27] has examined at applying the fuzzy-based QFD method to evaluate the methodical design elements 

of Thai airports in order to achieve LCA service standards. In this paper, the notable surge in the global presence 

of LCA and the resulting modification of airport business models to meet their particular needs. The 

investigation aims to evaluate the strategic design criteria of airports by integrating the needs of LCA. The 

research study integrates the voice of LCAs into the airport design characteristics by conducting a analysis of 

the House of Quality using a fuzzy-based QFD methodology. The research highlights the efficacy of the Fuzzy-

based QFD approach as a potentially valuable instrument for making decisions in customer-focused strategic 

planning. This method provides high recall and high error rate. 

III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD is talked about   in this section. This section contains an in-depth explanation of the 

research methods utilized in big data-driven airport management. Figure 1 depicts the MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-

BD block diagram. Consequently, the following is a full description of MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD.

 
Figure 1: Block Diagram of the proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD 

 

A. Big Data 

Big data analytics is becoming an essential aspect in guiding strategic decision-making. Therefore, airport 

operations need to leverage smart, relevant big data analytics together with analytical tools that can integrate all 

data sources and information flow, from resource allocation to management and decision making..  Large data 

sets from every aspect of airport operations can be analyzed by integrating big data analytics with business 

intelligence systems. Airport managers can use big data analytics to build insightful interactive dashboards that 

track airport operations and notify the public when necessary. 

B. Data Acquisition 
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In this section, the input image is collected LFW Dataset[28].A library of face photos called LFW was 

established to investigate the problem of unrestricted facial acknowledgment. This database was created and 

maintained by University of Massachusetts Amherst researchers. Viola Jones' facial recognition program 

identified and located 5,749 individuals in 13,233 pictures that were gathered from the internet. A total of 1,680 

individuals in the sample had two or more unique photographs. 3 different kinds of "aligned" photos and 4 

distinct sets of LFW images are both present in the original database. The researchers discovered that deep-

funneled images performed better for most face verification techniques than other types of photos.  

C. Pre-processing Using Adaptive Variational Bayesian Filtering (AVBF) 

In this section, pre-processing using Adaptive Variational Bayesian Filtering (AVBF) [29] is discussed. The 

adaptive variational Bayesian filtering for removing noise and enhances LFW dataset images. The proposed 

feature allows the technique to modify its parameters in response to changing image characteristics over time. 

Its flexibility can help to perform better in situations that change quickly. Adaptive variational Bayesian filtering 

can enhance generalization efficiency by combining regularization with uncertainty estimates. Providing 

uncertainty estimates for model predictions in addition to point estimates is the aim. The objective of adaptive 

variational Bayesian filtering is to enhance the input image of the filter effects using only the filter itself. AVBF 

is utilized to decrease noise from input image. Furthermore, for multi-sensor systems, a dispersed image 

feedback fusion technique is defined along with proposal of an AVBF with unknown noise statistics. It is given 

in equation (1)  
V

YYYY JJK 111/1 −−−− =
                                                                                                                                          

(1) 

Where, )( 1/1 −− YYK denotes estimated information matrix. At the time denotes )1( −Y . )(J Is denoted as multi-

sensor system and vectors are obtained, then the nonlinear multi-sensor information fusion technique with 

unpredictable noise statistics using AVBF and predicted information matrix is given in the equation (2) 

)( 1,1, −− = YlYl LfL                                                                                                                                                (2) 

Where, )( lL denoted as predicted information matrix. Then the vectors are obtained. The propagation of 

sample points using ())( f  state prediction is calculated by )1( −Y . The state expansion method creates a new 

state vector by appending hidden variables to initial state vector and the nominal prediction error co-variance 

matrix is given in the equation (3) 
1

1/ 1/

−

− −
=

YY
PX YY                                                                                                                                                     (3) 

Where, )( 1

1/

−

−YY
P  is the nominal prediction error co-variance matrix (PECM) and process noise co-variance 

matrix, )(X denoted as predicted information matrix, Unfortunately, accurate estimation is difficult to acquire 

since an exact mathematical technique describing the hidden variables is needed and the nominal prediction 

error and process noise co-variance matrix is given in the equation (4) 
1

1/

)1(

/

+

−

+ += i

YYY

i

YY jKK                                                                                                                                        (4) 

Where, )1( +i is the nominal prediction error and process noise co-variance matrix, )( 1+i

Yj  it denoted as 

predicted information matrix is obtained. AVBF has cropped and removed the noise using this equation (5) 

hYYhhY uxSJ ,, )( +=                                                                                                                                           (5) 

Where, ))(( hS  denotes measurement function and )( ,hYu  denoted as measurement noise. The accuracy of an 

AVBF is determined by previous image about the method and noise statistic measurement. Finally, the AVBF is 

used to the pre-processed images and remove the noises among photographs are given to feature extraction 

phase. 

D. Feature Extraction using Fano-Factor Tunable Constrained Quality Wavelet Transform 

In this section, FCTQWT [30] is discussed. A innovative approach based on the limited Fano-factor TQWT is 

used for extracting the feature of the character such as Check-in Counters, Security Screening and Boarding 

Gates Wavelet transformations have been widely applied as a time-frequency technique for processing non-

stationary signals, with good results. This transform can be used to change the input parameters, J-factor (J), 

redundancy (S), and decomposition levels (Q). the general patterns of oscillation in the underlying wavelets. 

The desired value of J is greater. More Q would result in smaller frequency responses around the core 

frequencies of the underlying wavelets and a more oscillatory behavior. To constrain TQWT, the parameter 

estimate search space can be explored using the method outlined in equation (6).  

 c
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It is necessary to specify the threshold value.To constrain TQWT, the parameter estimate search space can be 

explored using the method outlined in equation (6).  and the range of the transform parameters' total search 

space in advance. Through an analysis of the parameters used in these experimental experiments, this search 

space range was empirically selected The center frequency ( cf ) and bandwidth )(WB   are used to calculate 

the J of FCTQWT for different levels of decomposition, as indicated by equation (7). 

)(

)(

qWB

qC
Q

f
=                                                                                                                                                          (7)     

Here, there decomposition levels referred Q , cf  is the frequency of the center and WB  are referring the 

bandwidth. q  Controls decomposition of expansion and band pass place of wavelet in the domain of 

frequencies. It is followed in equation (8) 

qq
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OP q ,.....3,2,1,
4

2
)( =

−
=


                                                                                                                (8)                                                          

Here, the scaling parameters of the transform are. γ and y. The decomposition level q regulates the wavelet's 

band pass location and extent of expansion in the frequency domain, whereas the redundancy parameter r 

controls the wavelet's localization on the time axis without changing its shape.. It is remarkable that after levels 

of FCTQWT based decomposition, a total of 1+q  sub bands are obtained. Here, )(OP  is denoted as a pre-

processed output,  is denoted as a feature extraction. FCTQWT have extracted the features, the extracted 

features are as follows, Check-in Counters: Facial features for efficient check-in processes and counters for 

passengers, Security Screening: Ensuring effective and timely security checks for passengers and baggage and 

Boarding Gates: Managing the boarding process smoothly. Then feature extracted output is fed in to 

classification stage. Finally the features are extracted by using FCTQWT method.  

E. Classification using Dual Stream Spectrum Deconvolution Neural Network 

In this section, the classification using Dual Stream Spectrum Deconvolution Neural Network(DSSDNN) [31] is 

discussed. DSSDNN is used to classify the person’s faces such as known and unknown. Spectrum devices are 

becoming more and more popular, according to the fixed spectrum degradation model Equation (9), which 

displays the responsiveness of current spectrum deconvolution technologies to manually constructed models and 

selected parameters, 
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here )
~

(K  denotes the input, )(L  denotes the corresponding output from the last layer. And 

),,,,( 21121 oooJJ yh
 denote the matrix parameters, in which ),( 11

yh oo  denotes the bias that corresponding to 

the upper stream and lower stream and )(u is the hidden layer function. In equation (10) the CNN model 

proposed with optimizer to provide the best performance to classify the extracted images. 

),0max(),0max()( gkgkkt +−−+=                                                                                                      (10) 

where, )(g trainable parameter to combine these two streams into one unified framework and )( 11

yh oog +=

the Forward propagation is modifiable. The partial  derivative of ( ))(kt with respect to )(g . The function 

corresponds to the last layer and it can be written as in equation (11), 

2
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here, the function is defined as ( t ), )(o is the parameter and )(L is the final layer's equivalent output. these 

parameters guide forward propagation, which is learned using the back-propagation algorithm. )( 11

yh oo − is the 

forward propagation. Let us consider )),(,( jjj kslYy = where )(y the loss functions and )(Y is the 

objective function is function is given in equation (12). 
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Here, network )(),,( jks  contains all parameters within the network, ( )
jj lk , denotes the degraded 

thj−  

spectrum. )(A  is the dataset's count of training samples. The loss function is used mean-Square error (MSE). In 

equation (13), the parameter serves an initial value determining the learning pace, 


=

−=
a

j

jjj iyijR
1

minarg):,(                                                                                                                (13) 

Here )(  denotes parameter )(R is the count of true positive samples detected as melanoma cases, )(a  and

)( j are the specificity and the sensitivity values, respectively, Finally, DSSDNN classified the person’s faces 

such as known and unknown. The artificial intelligence-based optimization technique is considered by the 

DSSDNN classifier due to its practicality and efficiency. In this work, Water Strider Algorithm (WSA) is 

assigned to enhance DSSDNN. Here, WSA is assigned for turning weight ( ))(, ktL parameter of DSSDNN. 

F. Optimisation using Water Strider Algorithm (WSA) 

In this section, the WSA [32] is used for optimize the gain parameter of DSSDNN, which precisely optimize the 

classifications of the person’s faces. Initially,  WSA creates the uniformly dispersed populace for optimizing the 

initialization parameters of DSSDNN parameters. The Hemiptera order comprises the class of insects known as 

water striders, or Gerridae. WS have likely existed on Earth for at than 50 million years, according to fossil 

records. They weigh ten dyenes and are around one centimetre long. Generally speaking, men have smaller 

bodies than women. Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: Flow chart of Water Strider Algorithm (WSA) 

Step 1: Initialization 

Initialize, Start by initializing the DSSDNN gain parameters, which are indicated as the input parameter 

)(, ktL  
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(14) 

Where, vua ,  and m represent the number of water strider in a mound indicates where the 
thv  dimension of the 

thu population. 

Step 2: Random Generation 

After generalization, the WSA generates the mechanism of moving towards the Water Strider Algorithm using 

input parameters chosen at random. 

Step 3: Fitness Function 

The initialized parameters are determined by the best position that is currently available. Determine the 

individual's fitness value by, 

)](,[ ktLOptimizingFfunctionfitness ==                                   (15) 

Step 4: Exploration Phase 

The five primary phases of the WSO algorithm—birth, territory establishment, mating, eating, and death—have 

mathematical models constructed for each. Throughout the process, a lake is used to define search-space 

comprising various domains of solutions, and food represents the objective function metaphorically. The 

optimization problems were treated as maximization problems in the ensuing steps. Therefore, the solution is 

more optimal the higher the objective value. The water striders hatch from eggs that are dispersed across the 

lake. The random distribution is given in equation (16). 

)(0 LbUbrandUbWS i −+=
                       

(16) 

Here, 
0

iWS  indicates the location of the water strider,Ub and Lb  indicates the upper bound and lower bound 

relative to maximum and minimum allowable values, rand  is the  random nuber between 0 and 1 and

nwsi ,.....,2,1= , where nws denotes the number of water striders In relation to the maximum and minimum 

permitted values, Ub and Lb  indicate the upper and lower bounds; rand  is the random number between 0 

and 1; and nwsi ,.....,2,1= , where nws  stands for the number of WSs. WS have an amazing mechanism 

during their mating season.They will approach and mate if the female gives off a indication of attraction.  After 

mating, the new location will be adjusted to a spot between them while taking into account a circle wave. if the 

woman declines, the man will mount her; after that, the woman will dismount him and lead him away. The 

keystone will either mate or repel one another; in any case, its new location will be determined by equation (17). 
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here,
t

iWS  illustrate the position of thi −  water strider in the tht −  cycle, rand  is the random number 

between 0 and 1, R  displays the vector where the female's position in the same territory is the end point and the 

male's position is the initial point. The radius of the ripple wave is given in equation (18). 
11 −− −= t

i

t

F WSWSR
                       

(18) 

here, In the same territory,
1−t

iWS  denotes the location of the male water strider and 
1−t

FWS represents the 

position of the female water strider.The length of R  equals the Euclidean distance between the male and female 

WSs. 

Step 5: Exploitation Phase for optimizing )(, ktL  

The process of mating requires a lot of energy, whether it is successful or not. Consequently, WSs in their new 

posture forage for food sources. Equation (19) gives the new location around the lake's best water strider, which 

has a lot of good food resources. 

)(21 t

i

t

BL

t

i

t

i WSWSrandWSWS −+=+

                    
(19) 

here,
t

BLWS depicts the lake's best water strider. Whereas rand s is the random count between 0 and 1, 
t

iWS  

displays the location of thi −  the water strider in the tht −  cycle. Equation (20) states that the freshly grown 

larva will replace the deceased WS as the keystone, with his position inside the region being initialized at 

random. 
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here, the highest and lowest principles of WS's location within the thj −  region are indicated by the symbol

t

j

t

j LbandUb . The water strider (WS) will perish if its new fitness is lower since it will not only be unable to 

locate food, but also face a higher risk of conflict with other WSs in the destination territory. 

Step 6: Termination Condition 

At this point, the WSA is used tomaximize optimize the weight parameter of the )(, ktL  Dual Stream Spectrum 

Deconvolution Neural Network, which iteratively repeats step 3 until the stopping point of 1+= tt  is reached. 

Then finally proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BDclassifies person’s faces into known and unknown with higher 

accuracy. Then it undergoes card scanning process. 

G. RFID (Radio Frequency Identification System) Card Scanning 

Without requiring a line of sight between the tags and the tag reader, the RFID, is a technology-based 

identification system that aids in the identification of things solely through the tags attached to them. Radio 

connection between the tag and the reader is all that is required.RFID is utilized in the standard airport 

management system that is currently in place. The use of an intelligent RFID reader is used in the baggage 

handling system at airports. RFID tags are used in civil aviation baggage handling applications to improve 

luggage tracking, dispatching, and conveyance capabilities, hence increasing management effectiveness and 

user happiness. Then it undergoes recommendation passing and location tracking.   

H. Recommendation Passing and Location Tracking 

Users should receive recommendations based on what they like and don't like. An algorithm developer can use a 

recommendation engine or recommender system to determine which things in a given list a user would or might 

not find appealing. Users who might not otherwise find certain products or items are assisted by 

recommendation engines. For this reason, a large portion of websites and services like Facebook, YouTube, 

Amazon, and others use recommendation engines. Additionally, based on the ratings that prior customers have 

given a product or store, as well as by identifying other users who have their interests and dislikes, new products 

may be suggested to users, assisting them with interior navigation. 

 

IV. RESULT WITH DISCUSSION 

The experimental outcomes of suggested technique are discussed in this section. The suggested technique  is 

then simulated in MATLAB using the mentioned performance indicators. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-

BD approach is implemented in MATLAB. The obtained outcome of the proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD 

approach is analyzed with existing systems like Structural and operational management of Turkish airports 

(SOM-CART-TA) [21], FDP-DBN-CAT [22], and   FDP-LSTM-ABD [23] respectively. 

A. Performance measures 

This is a crucial step for choosing the optimal classifier. Performance measures are assessed to assess accuracy, 

precision, Recall, FI-store, specificity, Computional time, specificity, error rate,  ROC. To scale the performance 

metrics, the performance metric is deemed. To scale the performance metric, the True Negative, True Positive, 

False Positive and False Negative samples are needed. 

• True Negative (TN): Presents the count of samples which are correctly predicted as negative. 

• True Positive (TP): Presents the count of samples values which are correctly predicted as 

positive. 

• False Positive (FP): Presents the count of positive samples which are incorrectly predicted as 

positive. 

• False Negative (FN): Presents the count of samples which are incorrectly predicted as negative. 

1) Accuracy 

Equation (21) provides the accuracy, which is a measure of the percentage of samples (both positive and 

negative) compared to the total count of samples. 

FNFPTNTP

TNTP
Accuracy

+++

+
=                   (21)                                                                          

2)Precision 

One measure of an MLM's effectiveness is precision, which is the caliber of a successful prediction the model 

makes. Equation (22) provides the precision, which is calculated by dividing the total number of positive 

predictions by the number of genuine positives. 

FPTP

TP
ecision

+
=Pr

                                                  
(22) 

3) Recall
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The percentage of data samples that a MLM properly recognizes as belonging to a class of interest is called 

recall, commonly referred to as the true positive rate. It is measured by following equation (23). 

FNTP

TP
call

+
=Re

                                     (23) 

4) F1-Score 

One metric used to assess a MLM’s performance is the F-score. Equation (24), which combines recall and 

precision into a single score, represents it. 

recallprecision

recallprecision
ScoreF

+


=− 21

                                   (24) 

5) Computational time 

Only an algorithm and its inputs can determine how long an algorithm takes to execute, and this is what time 

complexity measures. The computational complexity indicates the duration an algorithm takes to run. This is 

scaled by equation (25)  

Clockrate
CPIICTimeCPU =                                    (25)         

6) Specificity 

A model's ability to predict true negatives for every accessible category is determined by a parameter called 

specificity. These measurements are true for all categorical models.. It is given in equation (26). 

FPTN

TN
ySpecificit

+
=                        (26) 

7) Error Rate 

Simply put, error rate is one that is below accuracy. 10% would be the error rate in a model with 90% accuracy. 

Equation (27) is used to calculate it. 

FNFPTNTP

FNFP
RateError

+++

+
−=1

                    
(27) 

8) ROC 

Equation (28) establishes the proportion of the false negative to the actual positive region. The ratio of the real 

positive area to the false negative area is represented by equation (28) 










+
+

+
=

FPTN

TN

FNTP

TP
ROC 5.0                                                               (28) 

B. Performance Analysis 

The simulation results of the suggested MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD approach are shown in Fig. 3-10.Then, the 

proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method is likened with existing SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and 

FDP-LSTM-ABD methods respectively. 

 
Figure 3: Performance Analysis of Accuracy 

 

Figure 3 indicates Analyzing accuracy. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 27.3%, 26.5% 

and 24.8% higher accuracy for known and 22.5%, 27.1% and 24.3% higher accuracy for unknown estimated to 

the existing SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD models respectively. 
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Figure 4: Performance Analysis of Precision 

 

Precision analysis is illustrated in Figure 4.The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 23.3%, 

25.4% and 21.9% higher precision for known and 29.3%, 25.2% and 21.6% higher precision for unknown 

estimated to the existing SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD models respectively. 

 
Figure 5: Performance Analysis of Recall 

 

Figure 5 displays Recall analysis. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 24.4%, 28.1% and 

27.6% higher recall for known and 23.4%, 22.7% and 29.3% higher recall for unknown estimated to the existing 

SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD models respectively. 

 
Figure 6: Performance Analysis of F1-Score 

 

Figure 6 displays F1-Score analysis. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 24.1%, 22.4% 

and 27.5% higher F1-Score for known and 25.4%, 24.9% and 25.1% higher F1-Score for unknown estimated to 

the existing SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD models respectively. 
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Figure 7: Performance Analysis of Computation Time 

 

Computation time analysis is demonstrated in Figure 7. The suggested MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method 

attains 20.3%, 24.3% and 22.7% lesser computation time estimated to the existing method such as SOM-CART-

TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD models respectively.  

 
Figure 8: Performance Analysis of Specificity 

 

Figure 8 displays Specificity analysis. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 26.2%, 25.7% 

and 23.4% higher specificity for known and 22.9%, 24.2% and 23.4% higher specificity for unknown estimated 

to the existing SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD models respectively. 

 
Figure 9: Performance Analysis of Error Rate 

 

Figure 9 displays Error Rate analysis. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 12.3%, 14.7% 

and 13.8% lesser error rate for known and 11.8%, 14.4% and 12.6% lesser error rate for unknown estimated to 

the existing SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CATand FDP-LSTM-ABDmodels respectively. 
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Figure 10: Performance Analysis of ROC 

 

Figure 10 displays ROC analysis. The proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method attains 24.44%, 26.39%, 

and 21.42% higher ROC estimated to the existing method such as SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-

LSTM-ABD models respectively.  

C. Discussion 

A novel management of airport based on big data Using Optimized Dual Stream Spectrum Deconvolution 

Neural Network is developed in this paper. Recently, various classification categories are classified based on the 

character of images from the LFW data set. It brought up the issue of their classification, which has grown more 

difficult as a result of their high similarity in classifying. To solve this issue, it concentrated on the classification 

of person’s faces from the Labelled Faces in the Wild Dataset. Sadly, this categorization technique makes the 

classifications challenging. It was inspired by the idea that classification based on the person’s faces could 

significantly enhance person classification. DSSDNN, in particular, have shown promise as a deep learning 

alternative to traditional feature extraction techniques in recent years.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this section, Management of Airports based on Big Data using optimized Dual Stream Spectrum 

Deconvolution Neural Network (MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD) is successfully implemented. The proposed MOA-

DSSDNN-WSA-BD technique is executed in MATLAB. The performance of the proposed MOA-DSSDNN-

WSA-BD approach contains 27.3%, 26.5% and 24.8% high accuracy; 20.3%, 24.3% and 22.7% low 

computation time and 24.44%, 26.39%, and 21.42%high ROC when analyzed to the existing methods like 

SOM-CART-TA, FDP-DBN-CAT and FDP-LSTM-ABD methods respectively. The system will be improved in 

the future by connecting to the bank server, which will enable to pay, online when anyone visits an airport store. 

This facilitates payment method. By linking the system to the Google server, the users can access the shared 

individuals worldwide. When someone plans to go by air, they can utilize this application, which will also be 

improved in the future. In future, this proposed MOA-DSSDNN-WSA-BD method measuring successful start-

ups or patent registrations is one thing, but it's much more critical to comprehend how character classification 

evolves along the facial recognition process.  
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